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In the early 19th Century, as the country went through
the growing pains of a rapid expansion, the establishment
of states, the settling of frontiers and the fighting of wars;
we had a monetary system that was entirely in keeping with
the turbulent times. With an almost chronic shortage of
specie in most of the nation, paper currency and scrip issues
were brought forth in large quantities and colorful form to
help in bringing some order to a monetary situation that
made day-to-day commerce difficult at best.

These issues were usually backed with nothing but good
faith; but private individuals and firms put out notes to fill
a monetary void and in some cases their own pockets.

Currency issues of this type often did not conform to
the decimal monetary system as we know it today, but
rather were designed to fill local needs. Local banks wete
established to complement local industry and often even
took the name of the industry which was its major
customer; hence the plethora of Farmers Banks, Merchants
and Mechanics Banks so familiar to collectors of obsolete
paper money.

Merchants were responsible for many scrip issues. If a
shop keeper had a particular need of a paper note to make
change in a situation where specie was almost non-existent,
he made his own. Some had only one denomination. If, for
example, a merchant had a popular item that sold for 98

cents, and there was a shortage of coinage in the
community, he might issue a note with a 2-cent face value.
He may have had no other use for other denominations and
so issued no other notes.

Other merchants had complete series of fractional
currency issued; such as 10, 50, 100, 150, 250, 500, etc. The
Spanish influence on our early monetary system is
responsible for such currency denominations as 6 1/40 and
12 1/20 notes, corresponding to a half-bit and a bit,
respectively. Such denominations as 33-1/3d and 66-2/3d
represent attempts to divide a dollar evenly into 1/3 and
2/3.

By Roger H. Durand

Until 1863, laws governing the issue of paper currency
were either vague or non-existent, avy individual or firm
was entitled to print any such currency as he desired.
Choice of design was also up to the issuer, who could and
did use any vignette from a relative's likeness to details
from favorite paintings.

Merchants scrip usually circulated locally or at best in a
small section of a state where the merchant was known and
his scrip trusted.
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Bank note issues were another matter. They circulated
far and wide and in the early days of their issue were often
accepted without question across the country. But, as
insolvencies and outright frauds became more common,
people became more wary of the bank notes which they
would accept.

Banks, insurance companies, railroads and communties
also issued notes. Again, as the need arose, the situation was
satisfied by the issue of the needed denominations. These
institutions dealt mostly in dollar amounts but there are
also fractional notes in existence.

An example of the need of an odd denomination would
be if a certain firm in a given town had many employees
who received the same pay—for example $7 a week. The
local bank could see the need for such a note therefore a
$7 bill is born. Almost any denomination was possible with
no laws to comply with. The famous $3 bill which today is
the subject of all sorts of jokes was fairly common in the
early days of banking. Our currency system of today is
rather bland compared to the days when anyone could (and
did) print their own notes and scrip.

The collecting of odd denomination paper money has
been a popular topical theme since people began to collect
obsolete paper. A collection of several of the existing
denominations always generates an interest in the person
viewing the display whether they are interested in paper
money or not. Whenever a person sees a $3 bill this
romantic denomination generates the thought that this
must be a scarce note. Sometimes it is, but as often as not
it is fairly common. As one acquires different specimens for
his collection he is bound to acquire various odd
denominations.

The denominations we use today which are naturally
common were also common in the years gone by. Each
denomination has its own rarity in comparison to the other
denominations. We know that the one dollar or the five
dollar bill is relatively common because most of the bills we
come across are of these denominations. But let's take three
for instance, how often do we see this denomination
compared to a one or a five? We doiq't really know except
that it has to be scarcer than the one or the five. This article
was written to try and shed some light on this interesting
subject. The results although not conclusive nevertheless
show some interesting patterns. Also, keep in mind that
what is scarce today could become common tomorrow if a
new hoard were discovered of a particular note.

In researching this article I examined approximately
20,000 notes. I counted notes on dealers' price lists, in
dealers' stock, notes advertised in various periodicals, past
and present, catalogs, etc. As the notes were being recorded
a pattern developed. The following listing comprises both
bank notes and merchant scrip. The scarcity of certain
denominations is obvious but just how scarce is indicated as
follows:

1¢ one/five hundred. A scarce denomination not usually
encountered in the average dealer's stock. But not in the
rare class because with a little effort a specimen can
readily be obtained. This denomination can be found in
notes from several different states.

2¢ one/two thousand. Much scarcer than the one cent, but
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a specimen can still be located without too much
trouble. New Hampshire scrip in this denomination is
fairly easy to locate.

3¢ one/two hundred fifty. This is a fairly common scrip
denomination to acquire. It would seem to be a scarce
denomination at first thought but the results of this
survey prove otherwise.

4¢ one/four thousand five hundred. A rare denomination
and fairly hard to acquire. For some reason this
denomination does not usually come in denomination
sets issued by merchants such as 1¢, 20, 30, 54 etc.
Massachusetts and Virginia among other states issued
notes with these denominations.

5¢ one/thirty. One of the more common denominations,
can be found in most states without any difficulty.

6¢ one/six thousand. A very rare denomination and
difficult to acquire. There are specimens known from
the states of Vermont, Virginia and Massachusetts to
name a few.

61/40 one/two hundred fifty. This denomination is not
uncommon because it is 1/2 a bit. At the time these notes
were in circulation we were still closely related to the
Spanish influence in our coinage. This denomination can
be obtained from several states without any difficulty.

74 one/twenty thousand. Extremely rare and naturally very
difficult to acquire in a denomination collection.
Mississippi is a state where a specimen could be acquired.

8¢ one/ten thousand. Very rare and hard to come by. One
of the few states where a specimen could be acquired
would be Virginia.

94 one/twenty thousand. Extremely scarce. None offered
for sale or listed in any catalogs that I could find. Rhode
Island is a state that has a merchant that issued scrip of
this denomination.

100 one/twenty. A very common denomination which can
be found in most states.

11¢ one/twenty thousand. Extremely rare.
12¢ one/ten thousand. A rare denomination and not easy to

locate. A specimen could be located from the states of
Massachusetts and Virginia.

121/2¢ one/hundred. Fairly common and can be found in
many states. Again referring to the Spanish influence on
our decimal system. Equal to one bit.

15¢ one/seventy five. More common than one would
assume at first glance. Specimens can be found in several
states, especially the South, with little or no difficulty.

18 3/4 one/ten thousand. Very rare; although specimens can
be located from the states of Florida and Mississippi.

20¢ one/hundred fifty. A little less common than the 15¢
denomination which is surprising but specimens can be
located with no difficulty at all.

25¢ one/thirteen. Just about the most common scrip
denomination.

30¢ one/six hundred fifty. Fairly common from the state of
Virginia, rare from just about anywhere else.

33-1/3¢ one/twenty thousand. Excessively rare. Reason for
issue of this denomination is that it is 1/3rd of a dollar.

35¢ one/three thousand. Can be found in Virginia; very rare
from anywhere else.

371/2V one/thirty five hundred. Very rare but this
denomination can be acquired from the states of Texas
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and Virginia. Rare from anywhere else.
400 one/two thousand. This is a scarce denomination from

most states except Virginia. Texas and Rhode Island also
has merchants which issued scrip in these
denominations.

500 one/fourteen. About the most common scrip
denomination; can be found in all states.

600 one/thousand. Common from Virginia; rare from any
other state.

62'/2 one/twenty thousand. Excessively rare; five bits from
our Spanish heritage. About the only state with this
denomination is Mississippi.

66-2/30 one/twenty thousand. Again excessively rare. This
is a two-third dollar denomination.

700 one/twenty thousand. Extremely rare denomination,
from Virginia.

750 one/seventy five. Common denomination which could
be found in most states.

800 one/ten thousand. Very rare denomination which is
usually found in Tennessee or Virginia.

871/20 one/twenty thousand. This extremely rare 7-bit note
can be found in the state of Mississippi.

900 one/two thousand. Scarce denomination from Virginia.
$1 one/six. The most common denomination of all obsolete

notes. Mostly found as a bank note but also common as
merchants scrip. Issued from all states.

$1.25 one/five hundred. A scarce denomination from most
areas except Vermont and Virginia. These notes can be
located from several states with a little effort. This
denomination is one-fourth of a $5 bill.

$1.50 one/three hundred fifty. Scarce but can be found in
several states with a little effort. This denomination is
one-half of a $3.

$1.75 one/seven hundred. Fairly scarce but can be readily
found in Vermont. Moderately rare from most other
areas.

$2 one/ten. Easily obtainable from most states.
$2.50 one/three hundred. Common from Texas, Virginia

and Mississippi. From scarce to rare from any other
state.

$3 one/fifteen. This denomination, which is the most
famous, and which has brought the most publicity to
currency collecting, is readily obtainable from most
states.

$4 one/two hundred. More common than would first
appear. Very popular with obsolete collectors. The
easiest states to obtain a specimen from would be North
Carolina and Georgia. Extremely rare from some states
such as Rhode Island with only one specimen known.
There are about 40 different $4 bills that could be
acquired.

$4.50 one/fifteen hundred. This is a Missouri defense bond
and not a note. It is said that they circulated as notes in
the early 1860s and therefore is included in this listing.

$5 one/seven. Almost as common as the $10. Several banks
only issued from the $5 bill on up.

$6 one/thousand. Scarce denomination which usually is
from New Jersey when this denomination is found. Also
pretty scarce from Georgia and South Carolina. Very
rare from any other state.

$7 one/seven hundred. About the same rarity as the $6 bill

and usually from same series or bank.
$8 one/twelve hundred. Approximately the same as

previous two denominations.
$9 one/twelve hundred. Same as above.
$10 one/seven. Very common from all over.
$11 This denomination is just about unique.
$12 Also just about unique.
$13 About unique.
$14 About unique.
$15 one/twenty five hundred. Rare and seldom seen

except from Virginia.
$20 one/twenty. Common and found in all states.
$25 one/nine hundred. Scarce, usually found in Mississippi.

Also from Virginia; very rare from anywhere else.

$25 Rare denomination from Rhode Island. Printed in
1800 by A. Doolittle of New Haven, Connecticut. The
Washington Bank in Westerly is still operating today. This
is the first bank note in the United States to use
Washington's portrait.

$30. This is a good example of this denomination from the
Union Bank of Boston, Massachusetts. This note is the
bottom note of a sheet of $10-$20-$20-$30. It was printed
in 1795.

$30 one/ten thousand. Very rare but specimens are known
from Virginia, Rhode Island and Massachusetts.

$40 one/twenty thousand. Extremely rare; but a specimen
could be located from Pennsylvania.

$50 one/thirty three. Common and located in all states.
$100 one/thirty eight. Again common from most states.
$200 one/twenty thousand. Extremely rare denomination

but it can be found from the state of Louisiana.
$250 I have seen one very worn and mutilated note of this

denomination.
$300 Extremely rare but I have seen one offered for sale.
$500 one/four hundred. Not common but specimens can

be located from several banks in several states.
$1000 one/six hundred fifty. There are four fairly common

$1,000 bills including The Bank of the United States and
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the New Orleans Canal Bank. Other than that they are
all extremely rare to unique.

$2000 one/forty three hundred. Rare and available only
from the Bank of the United States and the Morris Canal
and Banking Co.

$3000 one/ten thousand. Rare and same as above.
$5000 one/twenty thousand. Available from the Bank of

the United States only.
$10,000 Penned-in denomination from the Bank of the

United States.
$20,000 Same as above and exceedingly rare.

$20,000 Penned in denomination on a post note of the
Bank of the United States. This is the highest denomination
available to collectors.

The preceeding mentioned denominations are among the
most likely to be acquired but anything is possible. Newly
discovered notes are appearing all the time. Yesterday a
note was unknown, today it is unique, tomorrow it might
be common. The discovery of a new note happens rather
often even in this day and age, but the discovery of a new
denomination is quite a rare occurrence. Years ago some
merchant probably had a need for a 590 note or some other
very odd denomination which as of this writing, still hasn't
come to light.

Penned-in denominations such as on a post note might
be in any amount such as on a check but these type of
denomination notes are not normally as desirable to a
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denomination collector. A printed denomination, especially
if it is very odd, is in great demand to us denomination
collectors. Through our Spanish heritage with the use of
bits and half, quarter and third bits almost any odd
denomination in our decimal system is possible. The thrill
of a new discovery is what makes this such a fascinating
hobby.

Not only do notes come in denominations but
sometimes they describe an article such as, good for one
book or 750 cash. This type of note is almost a type of
promotion for the merchant. Some collectors also include
notes that have as their denominations, bits, pounds and
mills as their monetary measurement.

Another form of denominations are foreign units of
monetary measurement such as the 'Dix' note of Louisiana;
this is the French unit for $10. New York's Hungarian
settlement had notes of egy forint, ket forint and of forint;
$1, $2 and $5 respectively. Pennsylvania also had German
settlements with German denominations and I'm sure other
nationalities could have their denominations as well.

No table of numismatic valuations is included in this
listing. All obsolete paper valuations are usually covered in
other type listings such as state listings or other catalogs.
Usually the rarity of a note itself is determined by the
number available and not the denomination. An obsolete
$1 bill is worth no more than a $5 bill based on
denomination alone; other factors create its value. A $25
note from any state is a rarity in itself in the state of its
origin; of course it is equally desirable to denomination
collectors so the law of supply and demand will set its real
value. Very odd denominations are rarities in themselves
and therefore are usually valuable. The challenge of this
type of collection is to see how many different
denominations can be acquired. A denomination collection
can never really be complete because as previously stated
new notes and denominations are still being discovered.
After you have 50 or 55 different denominations in your
collection it becomes quite a challenge to add each and
every new denomination from then on. With a lot of
patience and a little luck and if you are in the right place at
the right time; that's when you add the next specimen to
your collection. Good hunting.

NOTES ON COUNTERFEIT NOTES

Specialists in obsolete bank note often include in their
collections specimens of counterfeit notes. These are often
stamped or otherwise marked as fakes and often they
contain writing on the otherwise blank back. The meaning
of some of the dates, symbols, etc., on the back of these
counterfeits is often subject to conjecture; but the
following article from an 1852 number of "Banker's
Magazine" may shed some light on the matter.

"The Suffolk Bank has devised a method of checking, to
a great extent, the passing of bad money. In their foreign
department there are daily received from the different

-banks in New England large numbers of counterfeit bills.
These of course are returned as worthless, but before this is
done a description is taken of each, with the name of the

depositor, which by bank laws is always placed on the band
of each parcel.

"On the back of the note is marked the date, and a
reference letter, and the bill is then returned. Should it
again be placed in circulation, the person who receives it
has but to call at the Suffolk Bank, and he can ascertain
through whose hands it has passed, and oblige the party to
make it good, the record of the bank being sufficient
evidence to force a redemption.

In most cases where these counterfeits are put in
circulation after once passing through the Suffolk Bank, the
emission is accidental. In some cases, however, the bill is
passed knowing it to be worthless, and we know of one
instance where a man paid ten times the value of the bill in
order to save prosecution."
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